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ABSTRACT In accordance with its traditional role of creating and cultivating public opinion, one should not neglect the fact that the media also serves as a tool in promoting or eradicating prejudices and stereotypes. In terms of the representation of women (their presence and the way they are portrayed) in the media, this paper presents the results of a study focused on the portrayal of women on the front pages of two of Croatia’s national daily newspapers – Jutarnji list and Večernji list. The results show that men overwhelmingly dominate the fold, both as the subjects of texts and the subjects of photographs. Women, though rarely present, appeared more often than men as subjects in texts related to “lighter topics”, e.g., entertainment. Both newspapers promoted stereotyped depictions of women such as their depiction only through the lens of motherhood, family and home, the division of “feminine” and “masculine” labor, women as the weaker sex, and an emphasis placed solely on their bodies.
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INTRODUCTION

There is perhaps no more important industry in promoting the image of women than mass media outlets, but the image of women, produced and reproduced in major daily newspapers, is rarely favourable. The many negative aspects in terms of how the media report on women were emphasized in the UN Report of the Fourth World Congress on Women, held in Beijing in 1995. The report included a warning about “the continued projection of negative and degrading images of women in the media” and asked for increase in “the participation and access of women to expression and decision-making in and through the media” (UN Report, 1995: 99-100). Similar conclusions were presented in the guidelines of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, adopted in April 2002. The Assembly concluded that women in the media are inadequately represented, and that their image is often stereotyped and sexist as they are either primarily associated with or seen solely through their private lives (household and family life), or often portrayed simply as sex objects (Parliamentary Assembly, 2002).

Nevertheless, and in spite of the constant warnings of media activists across various organisations (governmental and non-governmental), and the introduction of progressive legislation, the overall image and position of women in the media has not changed considerably. Getting the Balance Right: Gender Equality in Journalism, a report issued in 2009 by the International Federation of Journalists in collaboration with UNESCO, pointed out a number of concerning results from their study, most significantly the overall paltry presence of women in the media, ranging from 15 % in the Middle East, to 26 % in North America and the Pacific. In terms of topics featuring women, most fell within the prism of celebrities, arts, and sports (28 %), whereas they were least present in the category of politics (14 %) (IFJ, 2009). In addition, the language in the media was full of bias against women. Further, the results of 2015 Global Media Monitoring Project (GMMP), the largest international study on the representation of women in the news, conducted every 5 five years beginning in 1995, demonstrated that women are rarely presented as the subjects of news– among all subjects in newspaper texts, 24 % were women, while 76 % were men. Despite the fact that women are more frequently featured in photographs (30 %), there is “evidence of [their] objectification and sexualisation”, as they are “photographed in various stages of undress” as well as “in helpless, hopeless victim poses”, in contrast to the far more common “profile shots of stoic, strong, authoritative male figures” (Macharia, 2015: 44).

These global studies have been confirmed by research conducted in individual countries, which it should be noted often differ in terms of the types of media present, as well as the subtopics related to women in the media (politicians, athletes…); however, the results are similar. Across the globe, women in the media are underrepresented, often portrayed in a sexualised and in subordinated way, and shown in stereotyped feminine roles (Collins, 2011).
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH

This article begins with two characteristics of female representation in the media: the underrepresentation of women, and the stereotyped depiction. Underrepresentation is perhaps best described with the term “symbolic annihilation,” first used by George Gerbner, which signifies how “representation in the fictional world signifies social existence; absence means symbolic annihilation” (Gerbner and Gross, 1979: 375). In 1978, the term was modified by Gaye Tuchman, who added condemnation and trivialisation to the equation, as a means to argue that out of the relatively few women in the media, those who are working are condemned, while the “others are trivialised, symbolised as child-like adornments who need to be protected or they are dismissed to the protective confines of the home” (Tuchman, 2000: 154). Margaret Gallagher explains further how the term itself has become “a powerful and widely used metaphor to describe the ways in which media images make women invisible,” noting that,

[t]his mediated invisibility ... is not achieved simply through the non-representation of women's points of view or perspectives of the world. When women are ‘visible’ in the media content, the manner of their representation reflects the biases and assumptions of those who define the public – and therefore the media – agenda. (Gallagher, 2014: 23)

Eran Shor et al. cite numerous studies to show “that women’s marginalisation in the media is due not only to their underrepresentation, but also to the stereotypic and often subordinating, belittling, and demeaning ways in which they are portrayed.” (Shor et al., 2014: 768) Numerous studies support these findings in various types of media, from including both printed (Shor et al., 2014) and online newspapers (Mateos de Cabo et al., 2014), as well as analyses of photographs (Stanley, 2012; Len-Ríos et al., 2005; Price-Rankin, 2001), and specialised studies of front pages (Potter, 1985). In addition, various studies have been conducted on more specific topics related to the representation and the image of women in newspapers such as, including the depiction of female offenders (Brennan and Vandenberg, 2009; Collins, 2014); coverage of male and female athletes (Godoy-Pressland, 2014; Weber and Carini, 2012) and how it pertains to the Olympic Games (Vincent et al., 2002; Crolley and Teso, 2007; King, 2007); and the depiction of female politicians (Ibroscheva and Raicheva-Stoverb, 2009; Garcia-Blanco and Wahl-Jorgensen, 2012; O’Neill and Savigny, 2014), among others. Studies at the national level, and in particular two in Spain, reveal the more frequent presence of men not just in texts, but as well as in photographs and advertisements (Matud et al, 2011). On the other hand, these studies reveal that women are far more present in sections related to society and culture, or shorter news items, and in Sunday editions (Mateos de Cabo et al., 2014). Sen Jia et al. further confirm this trend in a large study whose results show that “the domains where women are more present include fashion and entertainment, while men are more associated with business and politics.” (Jia et al., 2016: 8) Even though women were more present in images than in text, their conclusion is that the news media are still male-dominated “with an overall probability of 77% that an entity mentioned in the text is male, or 69.6% that a face image is male.” (Jia et al., 2016: 8) Longitudinal studies have also confirmed much of the above-noted results, including one analysis of more than a
thousand photographs published in The New York Times and The New York Daily News from 1966 to 2006, which corroborated the overall dominance of men, despite the differences in the profiles of the two newspapers (Stanley, 2012). Another study of thirteen newspapers spanning 1880 to 2008 showed that women have been poorly represented all through modern history with only a modest uptake being registered in recent decades (Shor et al., 2014) while Karen Ross points out how the last 20 years “have seen scant improvement in the ways in which women are regularly represented in the media.” (Ross, 2017: 31)

In Croatia there are relatively few analyses concerning women’s representation in the media, among them only several were conducted in the last ten years. Irena Sever and Alen Andräković (2013), as well as Svetana Knežević and Viktorija Car (2011), focused on the representation of women on television while Nirman Bamburač Mornjak, Tarik Jusić, and Adla Isanović (2006) conducted a large study that included nine daily newspapers in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, and Serbia. The results of their research have shown conclusively that men dominate nearly all media outlets and are associated with important and serious subjects, such as politics and economics, while women are more exclusively associated with entertainment, culture and art. In terms of social roles, men are more evenly distributed across different professions and occupations, in contrast to women, who are far more often displayed as either household figures, i.e., as mothers, or instead associated with the sex industry. (Bamburač Mornjak et al., 2006) Crime, entertainment and lifestyle were the most frequent sections female characters appeared in according to the analysis by Inga Tomić-Koludrović and Mirko Petrić (2004). They also found that “in the total of the verbal text, there were 81.1 % of male characters and only 18.9 % of female characters” as well as that “there are far more female characters in the visual than in the verbal texts” since there were 31 % of visual appearances of female characters (Tomić-Koludrović and Petrić, 2004: 812-813). That men are far more often the subjects of photographs, and worse, that photographs of women put more emphasis on their physical and sexual characteristics was also concluded by the above-mentioned study by Bamburač Mornjak, Jusić, and Isanović, whose overall conclusion was that there were no significant differences among the analysed newspapers across three countries, since the “daily newspapers in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Serbia construct a gender-biased and discriminatory discourse.” (2006: 77)

Although the journalism profession in Croatia “has gone through a process of feminisation with the majority of journalism students now being female” (Vozab and Zember, 2016: 79) this seems not to be reflective in the way the media report on women1. In accordance with these results, the overall purpose of this study is to ascertain whether Croatian daily newspapers, in terms of texts on front pages, continue to either underrepresent women, or overly stereotype more classic and historically fraught feminine roles.

---

1 Even though majority of journalism students in Croatia are women, majority of employed journalists are still men. Out of all unemployed journalists, 65 % are women, “and the salaries of those who are employed are around 87 percent of those of men in comparable positions.” (Vozab and Zember, 2016: 76)
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

The following research aims to answer four questions:
1) Is there a difference in the presence of women and men as text subjects (years and papers combined)?
2) Is there a difference in the presence of women and men as text subjects between the analysed newspapers (JL and VL; years combined) and between analysed years (2011 and 2014; papers combined)?
3) Is there a difference in the presence of women and men as text subjects according to thematic areas in which they appear (years and papers combined)?
4) What stereotypes, if any, persist when women are the subjects of texts and photographs?

Both quantitative and qualitative content analysis research methods were conducted by the authors. We selected all of the texts (and the accompanying photographs) whose titles appeared on the front pages of the Croatian daily newspapers *Jutarnji list* and *Večernji list* and analysed them in terms of: 1) determining the gender of the text subjects: women, men, no gender, and joint appearance; 2) classification of texts with women and men as subjects according to the following thematic areas in which they appear: crime chronicle; the European Union and foreign politics; the economy; crime; entertainment; sports; domestic politics; education, science and health; other.

As a means to determine whether or not women have been portrayed by traditional stereotypes, this study performed a qualitative content analysis of all the texts and the accompanying photographs where women were deemed the subjects. These texts were subsequently segmented into six categories concerning the presentation of women (and based on the frequency of examples): 1) the presentation of women solely in the function of motherhood, or rather, their role within the family and home; 2) the portrayal of women as the weaker sex; 3) women engaged in traditionally ‘male’ jobs; 4) women’s professional life is not separated from her private life; 5) woman’s appearance as the dominant factor (i.e., emphasis on her physical characteristics) and marriage as a woman’s sole ambition; 6) the use of the female body to attract attention (category for photographs).

The content analysis was performed on 1,552 front page texts from the print editions of *Jutarnji list* (JL) and *Večernji list* (VL), published in two separate periods from March through May 2011 (335 texts in JL and 328 in VL); and from March through May 2014 (409 texts in JL and 480 in VL). The use of two three month-periods several years apart (2011 and 2014) was purposefully chosen so as to include two different governments/two

---

2 ‘No gender’ refers to texts with no human subjects, or texts with human subjects in general (including children).
3 Joint appearance refers to texts with both women and men as subjects (Table label W+M).
4 Category “crime chronicle” includes texts about: accidents and traffic accidents, smaller robberies, etc.
5 Category “crime” includes texts about: war crimes, economy crimes and crime in general (robberies, drugs, prostitution, etc.)
6 Texts on celebrities: singers, actors, TV hosts, models, etc.
7 All levels of education: elementary and secondary schools, college, etc.
8 Category “other” includes texts about: culture, law, natural disasters.
9 *Večernji list* is translated as “The Evening Paper”, while *Jutarnji list* is translated as “The Morning Paper.”
different political options, as well as two different prime ministers, one female in 2011, and one male in 2014.10

Both *Jutarnji list* and *Večernji list* are characterised as semi-tabloids,11 as defined by Dick Rooney (2000): both feature an attractive front page, utilise emotional language over objective language, present large headlines, and make extensive use of photographs, graphics and colours (Rooney, 2000: 91).

**RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The number of texts with women as the subject on the front pages of both analysed newspapers (*Jutarnji list* and *Večernji list*) and both analysed years (2011 and 2014) was 209 (13 % of all front page texts) while the number of texts with men as the subject was 852 (55 % of all front page texts). As expected the difference in the number of female and male subjects in both newspapers is statistically relevant ($\chi^2 = 389.68, p=.000$)12 Such results correspond to various studies mentioned in theoretical background of the paper (e.g. Shor et al., 2014, Matud et al., 2011, Bamburać Mornjak et al., 2006) and clearly demonstrate the marginalisation of women on the front pages of the selected Croatia’s daily newspapers.

Out of 1,281 photographs, in total there were 225 portraying women (17.5 % of all front page photographs) while the number of male subjects in photographs was 843 (66 % of all front page photographs).

**Text and photograph subjects by analyzed newspapers and years**

The content analysis of the front page texts of *Jutarnji list* established that men were the sole subjects in 48 % of texts in 2011, and in 60 % of texts in 2014. In contrast, women were the sole subjects in only 16 % of texts in 2011, and a paltry 12 % in 2014.

In *Večernji list*, the research determined that men were the sole subjects of 60 % of front page texts in 2011, and in 52 % in 2014. Likewise, women were the sole subjects in 14 % of texts in 2011, and 12 % in 2014. (Table 1)

The results also show that the differences in the representation of genders in the analysed years (2011 and 2014) ($\chi^2=3.37, p=.066$), or by newspapers (JL and VL) ($\chi^2=0.13,$

---

10 In 2011 the ruling political party was the Hrvatska demokratska zajednica (the Croatian Democratic Union) and the prime minister was Jadranka Kosor (in office from 1 July 2009 to 23 December 2011). In 2014 the government was a coalition of the left-wing political parties led by the Socijaldemokratska partija Hrvatske (the Social Democratic Party) and the prime minister was Zoran Milanović (in office from 23 December 2011 to 22 January 2016). A list of all governments is available online (Vlada RH, 2017).

11 The tabloidisation of newspapers as defined by Frank Esser (1999: 293) in Croatia took place in the early 1990s along with the democratic changes, privatisation and the entry of foreign capital in the media (Vilović, 2004). Characteristics of tabloidisation such as, relevant news presented in a lighter way, more illustrations and photographs, shorter texts of marginal social value, but attractive to the widest audience, extremely long titles (up to thirty words) containing all the relevant information in the texts, lack of journalism ethics, etc. (Vilović, 2003) became visible at that time but continued to flourish in the past 25 years thus resulting in the lack of serious newspapers in the media market.

12 In the analysis of differences in the study, a significance level of 5 % (p<0.05) was used and the p-value was calculated for each test.
The number of photographs portraying women was higher than the number of texts – in Jutarnji list 23% in 2011 and 14% in 2014; in Večernji list 16% in 2011 and 18% in 2014. Nevertheless, men dominated front page photographs. In 2011, they were the subjects of 54% of all photographs in Jutarnji list and 70% in Večernji list; in 2014, 73% of photographs had male subjects in Jutarnji list and 65% in Večernji list.

### Analysis of text subjects according to thematic categories

In terms of thematic categories in both analysed newspapers and time periods, women were most commonly the subjects of texts as follows: entertainment (52 texts), domestic politics (37 texts) and crime (33 texts). It is important to mention that the relatively high number of women as the primary subject of domestic politics in texts in 2011 is certainly due to the fact that the prime minister was a woman (Jadranka Kosor), while in 2014, there were several prominent female ministers in the Government, including the deputy prime minister and later minister of foreign affairs (Vesna Pusić). Regarding the relatively high number of women as the primary subject in crime-related stories in 2014, and for men in 2011, it is relevant to mention the charges brought against former Deputy Minister of Tourism Vinka Cetinski, and former Prime Minister Ivo Sanader, both of which were major media stories.

Men were most frequently the subjects of texts in the following categories: domestic politics (178 texts), crime (158 texts) and sports (134 texts). (Table 2) In 2014, the high number of male subjects in sports stories was in fact due to the Croatian men’s national football team’s upcoming performance in the World Cup in Brazil, a topic covered extensively in the months leading up to the first matches in June 2014.

From this data, it is apparent that women are more often the primary subjects in texts considered to be “less serious”, a fact which is particularly evident in the data from 2011 since both newspapers most frequently featured women as the subjects in entertainment-
related texts. The differences between the presence of women and men as subjects are statistically significant ($\chi^2=154.12$, $p=.000$) (Table in the appendix) and are again consistent with other studies, for instance by Tomić-Koludrović and Petrić (2004); Bamburać Mornjak et al., (2006) and Jia et al. (2016).

Table 2. Women and men as subjects in texts according to thematic categories in which texts appear in both analysed newspapers (Jutarnji list and Večernji list) and analysed years (2011 and 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Politics</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eu And Foreign Politics</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime Chronicle</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, Health And Science</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td>W M W M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stereotyped texts and photographs portraying women

A qualitative content analysis was performed on both texts and photographs as a means to analyse any and all stereotypical portrayals of women. The texts found to contain such depictions were later categorised (as noted above in the research methodology).

In total, there were 30 texts containing stereotypes found in both newspapers in both analysed time periods (JL: 7 in 2011 and 6 in 2014; VL: 6 in 2011 and 11 in 2014) which marks 14% of all texts with women as subjects and 23 stereotyped photographs (JL: 4 in 2011 and 9 in 2014; VL: 4 in 2011 and 6 in 2014) or 10% of all photographs with women. Regarding the differences in stereotyped portrayals of women between the analysed newspapers, the research finds that the differences in the results are not statistically significant ($\chi^2=0.50$, $p=.481$), as well as the differences between the analysed years ($\chi^2=0.42$, $p=.517$). In terms of the photographs, there are again no statistically significant differences in the stereotypical portrayal of women between the analysed newspapers ($\chi^2=0.60$, $p=.440$), nor between the analysed years ($\chi^2=0.97$, $p=.325$) (Table in the appendix). These results serve as a further demonstration that there are no statistically significant differences between Jutarnji list and Večernji list in all the analysed categories (subject gender, thematic categories of texts the subjects appear in, and stereotypical depiction). Since there were no statistically relevant differences between the analysed years as well, the
results show no change in the period of three years regarding the presence and portrayal of women on the newspapers’ front pages.

Overall, the discovery of a varied and considerable amount of stereotyped portrayals of women on the front pages of both Jutarnji list and Večernji list is cause for alarm, particularly given that only one such article is enough to propagate certain perceptions of women.

The presence of gender stereotypes in Croatia can be explained by the fact that the discrimination of women is deeply rooted in the country’s patriarchal culture (Barada et al., 2004: 9-10). When they first emerged in Croatia in the 1990s, studies conducted on the national level (Vozab and Zember, 2016: 74) demonstrated how the “media were active together with dominant cultural politics of retraditionalisation in shaping and promoting traditional gender roles and stereotypes.” (Kunac and Sarnavka, 2006: 18 cf. Vozab and Zember, 2016: 74). For Tomić-Koludrović and Petrić the specificity of Croatian society in the 1990s was the “reemergence of traditional patriarchal structures” that resulted in a “dramatic increase of national and gender stereotypes in the public discourse.” (2004: 804) The data we obtained through the research suggests that this gender biased discourse continues to date.

As a part of our study’s qualitative content analysis, stereotypical texts were grouped into several categories corresponding to some of the common and preexisting stereotypes about women and male-female relations. In accordance with the established categories, some representative texts from both newspapers were selected and analysed.

THE PRESENTATION OF WOMEN SOLELY IN THE FUNCTION OF MOTHERHOOD, THEIR FAMILY AND HOME

This category mainly referred to successful (business) women who were portrayed as selfish careerists, who chose to subordinate family life to either work or their lifestyle choices, and were subject to a wide-array of criticism. One representative example referred to female television presenters where, in the mere headline, it was possible to detect a prejudicial tone regarding their lifestyle choice – “Lonely and beautiful: Without family and children, their private life is a hobby, and their work their life” (JL, 9 March 2011). Since women are still “expected to perform duties as wife and mother, in addition to fulfilling their professional responsibilities” (Domenico and Jones, 2006: 1) when women choose a career that is as challenging as professional politics, this is often regarded as incompatible with family life. In the text entitled “Two politicians, two careers” (JL, 31 March 2011) this notion is underlined since two choices made by two female Croatian politicians were deemed as “different and inconsistent careers” – Kolinda Grabar Kitarović became the new Assistant of NATO Secretary General, and Bianca Matković became a mother. Again, in terms of women’s family duties, one text questioned the responsibility and morality of mothers who participate in the reality show Big Brother – in the same tone present in the headline, much like the first example – “New Big Brother: Mom is in the BB house, a child in front of the TV? Negligence...” (VL, 15 March 2011).
One analysed text used the outdated classification of women as the weaker sex. The text entitled “State saves on the weak: children, the disabled and women remain unprotected” (JL, 24 April 2011) warns of the possible abolition of the Ombudsman for Children, Gender Equality, and the Disabled, respectively (or the potential merger of these three institutions within the Office of the Ombudsman), but suggests that women, as two others frequently discriminated and unprotected groups (children and the disabled) can be characterised as “weak”.

WOMEN ENGAGED IN TRADITIONALLY “MALE” JOBS

The division of professions into “male” and “female” is visible in several of the analysed texts. The text entitled “Croatian premier: For the first time the head of the state is being guarded by a woman. And she is dangerous” (JL, 7 May 2011) underlines that this division remains particularly orthodox in some professions like bodyguards. It too is consistent with the image of for instance female police officers who are still “confronted with the ‘traditional view that women do not belong on patrol because of their lack of physical strength and ability to maintain an authoritarian presence in the face of challenges that the public can present to police” (Grennan, 1987 cf. Ffrench and Waugh, 1998: 260). This again is visible in another text “Vjekoslava Goričanec from Zadar: I am a single mother who earns by clearing fields of landmines” (VL, 27 March 2011) that too serves as an example of how a woman’s private life is not separated from her work even though the text’s focus was the work itself. Another analysed text “Croatia’s 11 most accomplished female chefs” (VL, 13 April 2014) refers to women chefs that have “managed to win the (male) world of cuisine” and how they have succeeded despite their femininity, thanks to some “masculine” characteristics.

A WOMAN’S PROFESSIONAL LIFE IS NOT SEPARATED FROM HER PRIVATE LIFE

This category is not strictly a stereotype but rather a way in which the analysed newspapers have reported on successful women. Even though the main motives for the texts themselves was the accomplishment of women in terms of their work/career, as indicated in each headline, the main focus of the texts in fact was their private life. In the text “Women in Science: Four young winners of UNESCO scholarship” (VL, 5 March 2014) the entire first paragraph was solely about the private lives of young and successful Croatian scientists:

Four young women – four scientists. Two from Zagreb, one from Slavonski Brod, the fourth is from Stari Grad; three are married. One has two sons, and is currently on maternity leave, the other says that she must carefully plan having children since there is a two-year specialisation abroad awaiting her and her husband... The third one told us that she was in a stable relationship, but that there was still enough time for children, and the fourth delighted us with the news that at the time she learned about winning her scholarship, she also discovered that she was pregnant. Her twins arrive in the fall.
The same tone was noticed in the text “Among the 40 best biologists worldwide / Iva Tolić: I hope to decipher the secret of ageing” (VL, 18 May 2014) where a piece of text devoted to a scientist’s family life is put in the same sentence with work responsibilities and achievements: “Between the obligations she still has at the Max Planck Institute and the Institute Ruđer Bošković, thirty-nine-year-old Iva Tolić is preparing her wedding and looking forward to the arrival of her first child, a son.” In addition, the analysed text often referenced her appearance and looks, which again only reduces the space dedicated to career or personal accomplishments: “Paris blue dress, shoes, bag and coat full of flowers, loose hair and pregnant belly revealed a content woman who, after fifteen years of living in four different countries and two continents, came home.” (VL, 18 May 2014). This is consistent with the conclusions of the Annual Report on the Women in Croatia by the Ombudsperson for gender equality about the large number of media that still use the

female body as an object to attract attention of readers or viewers to other media content or for the purpose of evaluating women primarily on the basis of their looks, regardless of whether they are models, celebrities, politicians, scientists or the President of Croatia. (Ombudsperson for Gender Equality, 2017: 22)

One of the analysed texts entitled “Oncologist Ljerka Eljuga: the hardest part is when I have to tell a girl before her wedding that she has cancer” (VL, 19 March 2014) serves not only as the example of how a woman’s professional life is not separated from her private life, but also as the mentioned reference of the expectation that women should, apart from fulfilling their professional responsibilities, perform duties as wives and mothers (Domenico and Jones, 2006: 1). In that terms, the doctor in the analysed text is described as a “superwoman,” who somehow managed to achieve and maintain both a career and motherhood: “... a doctor, a mother of four, was one of the best students in her class who managed, with all four pregnancies and the status of a young wife of a traditional and temperamental southerner, to graduate on time.” (VL, 19 March 2014)

**WOMAN’S APPEARANCE AS THE DOMINANT FACTOR / MARRIAGE AS AN ONLY WOMAN’S AMBITION**

The qualitative analysis shows that women “still remain in stereotypical media roles which perceive women as objects to be looked at” (Vozab and Zember, 2016: 78). For instance, a text “Kolinda shone in the USA: Ambassador’s appearance overshadowed young Miss contenders” (VL, 30 March 2011) demonstrates how a woman’s appearance is crucial, even when she obtains a particularly noteworthy public office, like the Ambassador to the United States. References to a politician’s appearance, particularly female politicians, is a common phenomenon in the Croatian media, but moreover, it is noteworthy that the Ambassador is addressed only by her first name, a far less frequent phenomenon for her male colleagues, and a fact which continued even after she became the President of Croatia (her current function). The perception of women as objects is visible in another example – the text entitled “Daniela: I weigh 7.5 kilograms less and 100,000 kuna more: Two months-ago it all seemed hopeless, now I’m getting married and I’m going to Italy” (JL, 19 April 2011) suggests this woman’s moving abroad and marriage is directly associated with her new and more attractive physical appearance.
THE USE OF A WOMAN’S BODY TO ATTRACT ATTENTION  
(PHOTOGRAPHS)

Using an attractive female body in order to obtain attention from the reader was especially visible on photographs in the analysed newspapers. In a study about gender stereotypes of female and male artists in Taiwanese tabloids, Hung-Chung Wang concluded how the analysis “demonstrated that at least seven entries conveyed a stereotypical preconception of female celebrities using physical attractiveness to put themselves in the spotlight” (Wang, 2009: 757). This was visible is one of our sample in texts “Naked Nika Fleiss” (JL, 7 April 2011) about the Croatian skier who reached the front page of the newspaper because she had posed for Playboy.

Other examples used naked or barely dressed women in photographs accompanying texts whose content did not justify the use of such photographs – the text “A scandal in a super museum” (JL, 21 April 2011) about the decay of art in the Museum of Contemporary Art was accompanied by a photograph of a naked female statue; the text “Scarves and shirts for naked tourists” (VL, 26 May 2011), which referred to a new dress code when entering a church in Vodnjan was accompanied by a large and totally inadequate photograph of a model at a fashion show wearing only underwear.

CONCLUSION

In this study we analysed a total of 1,552 texts on the front pages of two Croatian national daily newspapers, Jutarnji list (740 texts) and Večernji list (812 texts) over the course of two three-month periods, March to May 2011, and March to May 2014. Each front page text was analysed by the subject’s gender, and later grouped into different thematic categories. A separate analysis of both texts and photographs was performed in order to ascertain whether women were predominantly described through the lens of various stereotypical norms.

In terms of results, men are the primary subjects on the front pages of Croatian dailies. They were the subjects of 55 % of all published texts in both newspapers in both time periods. Correspondingly, women were featured far less often and accounted for only 13 % of all published texts. Similarly, women were underrepresented on photographs as well – they were the subjects of 17.5 % of all published photographs, while 66 % of all published photographs had male subjects. Further, when women were the primary subjects of texts and photographs, it was much more likely that the text centred on a “less serious” thematic areas, e.g., entertainment. Of particular concern, women were also very likely to be given a stereotypical portrayal. More specifically, it was found that 13% of texts and 12 % of photographs in Jutarnji list and 16 % of texts and 9 % of photographs in Večernji list showed women stereotypically.
Stereotypical texts tend to show women exclusively as mothers, through the prism of their family and home life; in them they are regarded as the “weaker” sex; their physical attributes and appearances are given significant attention; and they too often attain headlines only when found to be doing work outside of the pre-programmed norms of what constitutes male and female jobs. Photographs too often show women in “various stages of undress” (Macharia, 2015: 44), thus contributing to their objectification and the idea that they are desirable only when they are young and beautiful.

The overall findings of the research regarding the presence of women on the front pages of Croatia’s daily newspapers are consistent with studies at the international level that show the marginalisation of women in newspaper (both online and traditional) texts (Jia et al., 2016; Shor et al., 2017; Stanley, 2012; Matud et al., 2011). Regarding their portrayal, the stereotypical depiction of women found in the analysed texts in numbers that cannot be neglected show how that “re-traditionalisation and the retrograde domestification of women, which took place in the 1990s [in Croatia], seem to have continued into the 2000s and now the 2010s, mixing with the media’s commercial logic.” (Vozab and Zember, 2016: 80).

This study took specific aim at the representation (presence and portrayal) of women on the front pages of newspapers. They are the most important features of newspapers since they are primarily intended to sell the rest of the paper to the buying public. Since journalists and foremost editors make great efforts to create attractive headlines and accompanying photographs, one could argue that there could be differences in the presence (and maybe sporadically in the portrayal) of women inside the newspapers, and not just in the texts with headlines announced on the front page. Therefore, these results should call for another, more comprehensive study that would include a content analysis of all the content within a set of newspapers.
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Appendix

An overview of the main conclusions of the research with calculated significant differences for tested variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested variable</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>( p ) value test</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men and women in the texts on the front pages of JL and VL.</td>
<td>389.68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>There is a significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences in the presence of men and women subjects in the analyzed years (2011 and 2014).</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>There is no significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences in the presence of men and women subjects in the analyzed newspapers (JL and VL).</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>There is no significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences in presence of women and men subjects by thematic areas in which they appear.</td>
<td>154.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>There is a significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereotyped representation of women in texts according to analyzed newspapers (JL and VL).</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>There is no significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereotyped representation of women in texts according to analyzed years (2011 and 2014).</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>There is no significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereotyped representation of women in photographs according to analyzed newspapers (JL and VL).</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>There is no significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereotyped representation of women in photographs according to analyzed years (2011 and 2014).</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>There is no significant difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( \chi^2 \) - chi-square; \( p < 0.05 \)
ZASTUPLJENOST I NAČIN PRIKAZIVANJA ŽENA NA NASLOVNICAMA HRVATSKIH DNEVNIH NOVINA: U SLUŽBI PROMICANJA RODNIH STEREOTIPA?

Dunja Majstorović :: Gordana Vilović

SAŽETAK Osim što sudjeluju u oblikovanju javnoga mnijenja, ne smije se zanemariti da su mediji i alat za promicanje ili brisanje predrasuda i stereotipa. U tom kontekstu ovaj rad prikazuje rezultate istraživanja reprezentacije (zastupljenosti i načina prikazivanja) žena na naslovnicama hrvatskih dnevnih novina – Jutarnjeg lista i Večernjeg lista. Rezultati pokazuju da muškarci dominiraju kao subjekti tekstova i fotografija. Iako su rijetko prisutne, žene se češće od muškaraca pojavljuju kao subjekti u tekstovima koji se mogu okarakterizirati kao „laganije teme“, poput zabave. Uz to, navedene dvoje novine promiču stereotipno prikazivanje žena, što je vidljivo u prikazivanju žena isključivo kroz prizmu majčinstva, obitelji i doma, ali i podjele poslova na „ženske“ i „muške“, u doživljavanju žena kao pripadnica slabijeg spola te u stavljaju naglaska isključivo na njihova tijela.
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